Unsupervised sequence learning is important to many applications. A learner is presented with unlabeled sequential data, and must discover sequential patterns that characterize the data. Popular approaches to such learning include (and often combine) frequency-based approaches and statistical analysis. However, the quality of results is often far from satisfactory. Though most previous investigations seek to address method-specific limitations, we instead focus on general (methodneutral) limitations in current approaches. This paper takes two key steps towards addressing such general quality-reducing flaws. First, we carry out an in-depth empirical comparison and analysis of popular sequence learning methods in terms of the quality of information produced, for several synthetic and real-world datasets, under controlled settings of noise. We find that both frequency-based and statisticsbased approaches (i) suffer from common statistical biases based on the length of the sequences considered; (ii) are unable to correctly generalize the patterns discovered, thus flooding the results with multiple instances (with slight variations) of the same pattern. We additionally show empirically that the relative quality of different approaches changes based on the noise present in the data: Statistical approaches do better at high levels of noise, while frequency-based approaches do better at low levels of noise. As our second contribution, we develop methods for countering these common deficiencies. We show how to normalize rankings of candidate patterns such that the relative ranking of different-length patterns can be compared. We additionally show the use of clustering, based on sequence similarity, to group together instances of the same general pattern, and choose the most general pattern that covers all of these. The results show significant improvements in the quality of results in all methods, and across all noise settings.
Introduction
Automated sequence learning is an important task in which a data learning system is presented with unlabeled sequential data, and must discover sequential patterns that characterize the data [3] . Applications include user modeling [4] , anomaly detection [13] , and system execution analysis [10, 11, 23] .
Two popular approaches to this task are frequency-based (support) methods (e.g., [3, 22] ), and statistical dependence methods (e.g., [10] ). These methods have been studied separately and in combination, often with the intent of the investigation on scalability and removal of spurious results. Yet the quality of sequential pattern learning results is still often far from satisfactory [11, 18] . Much of recent literature is therefore devoted to examining method-specific flaws of various statistical and frequency-based methods (e.g., [1] ). For instance, [5] discusses different flaws of several statistical methods often used in combination with support-based learning techniques.
In contrast, we seek to determine general (method-neutral) causes for the poor results of existing methods. In an effort to better understand the issues, we empirically compare the results produced by popular support-based and statistical sequential pattern learning methods on several synthetic and real-world data sets. The comparison uncovers several general deficiencies in all the methods we tested.
First, the results show that all tested methods are biased in preferring sequences based on their length, often preferring shorter sequences to more meaningful longer sequential patterns. Second, we find that all approaches are unable to correctly generalize the patterns discovered, thus flooding the results with multiple instances (with slight variations) of the same pattern. Finally, the results show that the relative quality of different approaches changes based on the noise present in the data: Statistical approaches do better at high levels of noise, while frequency-based approaches do better at low levels of noise.
We present methods for addressing all of these deficiencies. First, we present a length normalization method that leads to significant improvements in all sequence learning methods tested (up to 42% improvement in accuracy). We then show how to use clustering to group together similar sequences. We show that previously distinguished sub-patterns are now correctly identified as instances of the same general pattern, leading to additional significant accuracy improvements. The experiments show that the techniques are generic, in that they significantly improve all of the methods initially tested. All experiments are carried out in tens of thousands of repeated trials, on both synthetic and real-world data.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 presents a brief overview of the sequential pattern learning problem, and previous work, which has focused on methodspecific limitations of various support-based and statistical data analysis approaches. Then (Section 3), we present the results from our empirical investigation of popular methods using synthetic and real-world datasets. The conclusions we draw from these results as to general biases in existing learning approaches are presented in Section 4, and this section also presents techniques for addressing these biases, regardless of the approach used. Section 5 presents the results of experiments with the techniques we develop, and demonstrates the significant improvements achieved. Section 6 concludes.
Background and Related Work
In unsupervised learning of sequential patterns, the learning system is given example streams, each a sequence α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m of some atomic events (e.g., observed actions). The system must extract sequential patterns-sequences of events-which characterize the example streams, with as little assistance as possible. Of course, not every pattern is characteristic of the streams, as some of the patterns reflect no more than a random co-occurrence of events. Thus it is important to only extract patterns that are composed of correlated events and that reveal valuable information about the dataset. Different methods for sequence learning differ in their scalability (e.g., [16, 20, 22, 24] ), in their goal settings (e.g., patterns allowing for arbitrary separation between events [3] or only for closely-occurring events [14] ), and in how they characterize such patterns (i.e., in how they determine that a pattern is interesting). Our study in this paper focuses on determining limitations that are general, in that many different characterizations of interesting patterns suffer from them. We thus ignore here the issue of differences between methods based on scalability or event separation.
Frequency based methods
Perhaps the most common characterization of patterns is based on their relative frequency-called support-within the database [3] . The algorithm first finds all frequent sequences of size 1, i.e. all attributes whose support exceeds a user-defined threshold called min_support. Since the subsequences of each frequent 2-sequence are in fact frequent 1-sequences, the algorithm generates a list of candidate 2-sequences by concatenating all frequent 1-sequences to one another. It then counts all candidates by iterating the entire dataset, and maintains a list of frequent 2-sequences. The algorithm then generates a list of candidate 3-sequences based on combinations of frequent 2-sequences, and the process repeats until no more frequent patterns are discovered. The main advantage of frequency-based techniques is the fact that many sequences that appear in the dataset are not counted at all. This is due to the closure property of the frequency measure, i.e. the fact that each subsequence of a frequent pattern is also frequent. Consequently, frequency-based techniques are appropriate for analyzing and learning from large datasets, such as transactional databases of retail organizations [22] .
However, frequent sequential patterns are not necessarily meaningful. For instance, if an event a is frequent, and an event b is frequent, then the events ab, ba are often frequent as well, simply due to random chance which places them next to each other (random co-occurrence). To battle such spurious frequent patterns generated by the first-tier support-based algorithm, many investigations propose a number of secondtier methods, to further filter the results generated by the first tier.
A common second-tier technique-confidence-measures the likelihood of a sequence's suffix given its prefix, i.e., the predictive power of the prefix with respect to the suffix. For a sequence p composed of a prefix p r , the confidence of p is given by conf (p) = f req(p) f req(pr) . The Support/Confidence framework ( [2] ) detects all sequences whose frequency exceeds a user defined min_support and confidence exceeds a user defined min_confidence.
The Support/Confidence approach suffers from several specific limitations. First, Table 1 : Correlation between purchases of tea and coffee.
significant patterns are not necessarily very frequent. Reducing the minimal support threshold might help, but this also introduces many uninteresting patterns and affects the performance of the learning process [1] . A second problem ( [1, 12, 23] ) is the flooding of results, i.e. the large number of patterns returned by the algorithm. The problem is emphasized as the data set becomes more dense [1] . One way to address the flooding challenge is to rely on external knowledge to filter irrelevant patterns. This knowledge can either be explicitly provided by a domain expert ( [12] ) or inferred from the domain, e.g. when sequences are labeled ( [23] ). These solutions, however, require knowledge outside of the original unlabeled data. The third problem is the spuriousness of the results [1, 5, 18] . Silverstein et. al [18] demonstrate the problem with the following example. Consider a database containing information about goods that have been bought together by customers. In particular, consider a candidate association rule that associates purchases of tea and coffee. The relevant data is shown in Table 1 . For instance, the table shows (row 1, marked TEA) that out of 25 customers that bought tea, 20 also bought coffee, while 5 did not. Also (column 2, marked ¬COFFEE), out of 10 customers that did not buy coffee, 5 bought tea (row 1), and five did not.
The strength of the rule TEA → COFFEE can be calculated by the Support/Confidence approach using the contingency table (Table 1) . The support for this rule is 20%, which is quite high, and its confidence is 80%, certainly a high value, as 20 out of 25 tea buyers have also purchased coffee. Consequently, the rule TEA → COFFEE is expected to be part of the results set. Note, however, that the apriori probability of a customer to purchase coffee is 90% (margin of first column). In other words, a customer that buys tea is less likely to buy coffee than a customer we don't know anything about. Moreover, a customer who doesn't buy tea is much more likely to purchase coffee. This means there is in fact a negative correlation between tea and coffee, although the rule TEA → COFFEE would have been discovered by the Support/Confidence framework. This results from the fact that the Support/Confidence framework does not consider the null hypothesis, i.e. the chance to encounter the pattern under the assumption of independence.
Statistical and Probability Approaches
In direct response to the specific deficiencies of support/confidence techniques, alternative statistical and probability-based analysis methods have been proposed, typically to replace the confidence measure. [21] surveys a large number of such measures and demonstrates that they can provide conflicting information.
Interest is a measure that attempts to contrast predictive power with the probabilistic independence assumption [5, 18, 21] . Let AB be an sequence, where both A and B reflect patterns containing one or more events. Then the interest measure of AB is However, previous work has recognized limitations specific to interest [18] . In particular, since interest does not consider the frequency of A and B, its absolute value may be misleading. For instance, long patterns, which are less expected to appear together under the assumption of independence, almost always receive very high values of interest despite the fact that their frequency is typically very low and they might therefore be insignificant. Indeed, [18] suggests that interest should only be used to compare different associations between set of events that are already considered correlated, and not for comparing different patterns. Another possible problem is that interest is completely symmetric, which makes its use in sequence learning applications (where A → B and B → A are different) problematic.
To address these difficulties, conviction has been proposed in [5] . It is defined as
, with the underlying intuition that A → B is in fact ¬(A∧¬B), and thus we can measure how far A ∧ ¬B deviates from independence, and then invert the ratio to handle the negation. Unlike interest, conviction is asymmetric and is therefore more appropriate for measuring sequences. However, conviction still suffers from similar flaws as interest in other ways. For instance, like confidence, conviction does not take frequency into account. Thus, two events A and B that have occurred only once and happened to appear together are given the maximal conviction rate of ∞. Also, like interest, conviction favors longer sequences, which are less expected to appear under the assumption of independence (this is indeed mentioned in [5] , which claims many rules were very long and too complicated to be interesting).
A different approach is presented in [1] . The authors present a measure called collective strength, which is defined as follows. For each item-set I in the data set the violation rate of the item, denoted v(I), is the fraction of transactions that contain some, but not all, of the attributes of I. The collective strength of an item I is defined as
, where E reflects expectation under the assumption of independence. Note that the collective strength increases as the number of "violating" transactions decreases, and as the number of "supportive" transactions exceeds expectations. The value of C(I) under the assumption of independence is 1, and it exceeds this value in case of an interesting pattern. However, this measure can also be quite misleading, as mentioned in [7] , in that strong statistical correlations between relatively infrequent attributes yield collective strength values that only marginally exceed 1, the value of C(I) under the assumption of independence. For instance, assuming attributes A, B, C and D each appear in 5% of the itemsets, they are all expected to appear together in less than 0.0006% of the itemsets (0.05 4 ) and are expected not to appear at all in ≈ 0.81% of the itemsets. If all attributes appear together in 1% of the itemsets, which is ≈ 1666 times more than what is expected under the assumption of independence, and all do not appear at all in 0.82% of the itemsets (which matches expectations), the collective strength of ABCD is ≈ 1.11, only slightly above the independence value.
Moreover, the definition of a strongly collective item-set requires not only a high collective strength rank, but also demands all sub-itemsets to be strongly collective. This definition makes sure the suggested measure maintains the closure property, and makes it appropriate for large-scale data mining purposes. However, this also means that strongly-collective itemsets contain items which are all correlated to one another. This property is not guaranteed in all data mining domains. For instance, one may want to discover whether a certain combination of age, gender and origin increases the chance of getting a certain disease. A rule such as Age > 80, M ale, European → AlzheimerDisease may, of course, be interesting, although there is no correlation between the attributes reflecting age, gender and origin, and therefore it will not be considered strongly collective.
Silverstein et. al [18] offer an extensive discussion of the relative weaknesses and strengths of different statistical approaches, and suggests learning association rules that are judged significant using a chi-squared statistical test. For each k-item-set (a set of k attributes within a customer basket), the authors run a chi-squared statistical test, using a k-dimensional contingency table, where each cell reflects a combination of the k attributes involved. For instance, for the pattern ABC the authors suggest counting ABC, AB¬C, A¬BC, A¬B¬C, ¬ABC, ¬AB¬C, ¬A¬BC and ¬A¬B¬C. The authors claim that chi-square test is upward closed. In other words, for each 3 attributes A, B and C chi − square(ABC) >= chi − square(AB). Based on this property the suggested algorithm stops mining patterns that already contain significant subsequences, assuming only minimally dependent association rules are interesting. However, later work [7] has shown that although raw chi-square values are indeed increasing when expanding a rule by additional attributes, the statistical significance (p-value) does not necessarily increase. This invalidates the concept of minimally dependent association rules.
A similar technique uses a G-test [19] for detecting statistically significant patterns [10, 15] . To calculate the rank of a given pattern p, a 2 × 2 contingency table is built for its prefix p r and suffix α k (Table 2 ). In the top row, n 1 is the number of times that we saw the pattern p (p r followed by α k ), and is simply f req(p). n 2 is the number of times we saw a different suffix to the same prefix, i.e., αi =α k f req(p r α i ). In the second row, n 3 is the number of patterns in which α k followed a different prefix than p r ( pm =pr f req(p m α k )). n 4 is the number of patterns in which a different prefix was followed by a different suffix ( pm =pr αi =α k f req(p m α i )). The table margins are the sums of their respective rows or columns. A G-test is then run on the contingency table to calculate the dependence of α k on p r as follows: G = 2 n i × log ni Ei , where E is the expected frequency under the assumption of independence.
The advantage of dependency detection methods (hereinafter, marked DD) such as chi-square or G-test over other statistical measures such as interest, conviction and collective strength is that they consider both frequency and departure from independence. Another advantage of these tests is that while they do not maintain the closure property, it is still possible to compute an upper bound for their ranks. Such an upper bound evaluation was used in [15] as a pruning technique for searching the best correlations between multiple streams of data. DD methods have been utilized in several data analysis applications, including analysis of execution traces [10] , time-series analysis [6] , and RoboCup soccer coaching [11] . However, DD methods have not been shown to scale to large databases, and (as we show below) also suffer from a length-based bias.
Summary
The problem of the poor quality of the results generated by existing methods is well known in the literature, as the discussion above demonstrates. However, investigations have often tended to point out specific limitations of previous work. Thus work on interest is largely motivated by limitations of confidence, and work on conviction is motivated by limitations of interest, etc. This paper focuses instead on addressing general limitations: Those that are common to many or all approaches. The next section begins with an empirical investigation of two representative approaches, and draws conclusions as to such general limitations.
Sequential pattern learning techniques: Initial experiments
Our research begins with a comparison of several sequence mining techniques, focusing on the quality of their results. Our main interest is to contrast the results of support-based and statistical techniques, and their combinations, to find out whether one of these approaches outperforms the other significantly and under which conditions. Section 3.1 describes the experiments we performed on synthetic data. Our experiments using real-world data are described in section 3.2.
Synthetic Data Experiments
We conducted extensive experiments using synthetic data, comparing Support, Confidence, Support/Confidence and dependency-detection using a G-test (DD). In each run, these techniques were to discover five different re-occurring true segments, uniformly distributed within a file of 5000 streams. We refer to the percentage of the streams that contain true segments as pattern rate; thus low pattern rates indicate high levels of noise. The example streams might include additional random events before, after, or within a segment. We controlled intra-pattern noise rate: The probability of having noise inserted within a pattern. However, in the following tests no noise was inserted (we evaluate the effects of intra-pattern noise in Section 5). In each experiment, each technique reported its best 10 segment candidates, and those were compared to the five true segments. The results were measured as the percentage of true segments that were correctly detected (the recall of the technique, hereinafter denoted accuracy). The Support/Confidence technique requires setting manual thresholds. To allow this method to compete, we set its thresholds such that no true pattern would be pruned prematurely. We refer to this technique as "Support/Confidence Optimal". We have also tested a more realistic version of the algorithm, using fixed minimal confidence of 20% ("Support/Confidence"). While the Support/Confidence method is meant to return all segments satisfying the thresholds, with no ordering, we approximated ranking of resulting segments by their support (after thresholding).
We varied several key parameters in order to verify the consistency of the results. For three different values of alphabet size, denoted T (5, 10 and 26) and three ranges of true-pattern sizes (2-3, 3-5 and 4-7) we have generated data sets of sequences with incrementing values of pattern rate. For each pattern rate we have conducted 50 different tests. Overall, we ran a total of 4500 tests, each using different 5000 sequences and different sets of 5 true patterns.
The results are depicted in Figure 1 . The X-axis measures the pattern rate from 0.2% to 100%. The Y-axis measures the average accuracy of the different techniques over the various combinations of T and pattern size. Each point in the figure reflects the average of 450 different tests. The "Optimal Support/Confidence" technique is denoted "Sup/Conf Optimal", where the standard method, using a fixed minimal confidence value, is denoted "Sup/Conf". The dependency-detection is denoted "DD".
The figure shows that dependency-detection (DD) outperforms all other methods for low and medium values of pattern rate. However, the results cross over and Support/Confidence optimal outperforms DD at high pattern rates. This unexpected degradation in DD results at increasing pattern rates is addressed in Section 4.1. The manually-set Support/Confidence, as well as the simple support technique, provide relatively poor results. Finally, confidence essentially fails for most pattern rate values. Figure 2 shows the results for the same experiment, focusing on pattern rates up to 5%. As can be clearly seen, DD quickly achieves relatively high accuracy, at least twice as accurate as the next best technique, Support/Confidence optimal. A paired one-tailed t-test comparing DD and Support/Confidence optimal for pattern rates of up to 5% shows that the difference is significant at the 0.01 significance level (p < 1 × 10 −10 ). We evaluated the effect of alphabet size T on the accuracy of the different algorithms. Figures 3 and 4 show the accuracy we measured for the two different alphabet sizes 5 and 26 respectively, corresponding to the tests depicted in Figure 2 . The alphabet size is concatenated to the name of each technique, e.g., "DD-26" corresponds to the results of the DD technique for an alphabet of size 26. The Figures clearly show that all methods have achieved better results when a larger alphabet was used. The reason for this is that as the size of the alphabet grows, the chance of the noise to form significant patterns in terms of the tested techniques decreases.
More importantly, the advantage of DD over the other techniques in high noise settings becomes even more significant for the smaller alphabet tests. For T = 5 DD's results are 25 times more accurate than the second best technique for pattern rate of 0.5%, and more than 6 times more accurate for pattern rates between 1% and 5%. Similar results were achieved in experiments where the size of true patterns was varied. 
Real World Experiments
We conducted real-world experiments on UNIX command line sequences. We utilized 9 data sets of UNIX command line histories, collected for 8 different users at Purdue university over the course of 2 years [8] . In this case, we do not know in advance what true patterns were included in the data, thus quantitative evaluation of accuracy is not possible. However, we hoped to qualitatively contrast the pattern candidates generated by the different methods. The data has been stripped out of file names, user names etc., so only command names and flags remained. The arguments of each command were replaced by a token that reflects their number. For instance "ls -la /private/docs" was replaced by "ls -la <1>" and "cat foo.txt bar.txt zorch.txt > somewhere" was replaced by "cat <3> > <1>". We applied a minimal confidence threshold of 0.25 for the Support/Confidence technique, and used G-test for DD. The results imply once again that DD is superior to the other tested methods, but its advantage in this case is less obvious. For simplicity we focus on the results of one user. We begin with the first 10 patterns discovered by Support/Confidence, depicted in Table 3 . For each sequence the table shows its frequency and confidence, as well as its position within the DD results list.
The results depicted in Table 3 consist of very short sequences, reflecting the most common Unix commands, such as ls, cd, vi and more. The only interesting result is "f <1>", because we are not familiar with the Unix command "f" ("f" is probably an alias that our specific user has configured for one of the common shell commands).
This tells us something about the nature of frequency-based results, which can be useful for learning the most basic sequential behavior of a user, but might fail in detecting more complex / interesting phenomena. For someone who is not familiar with Unix (like we are not with the command "f") the results can be very useful, because they point at the most common features in a new domain. However, for someone who is looking for more novel information, the results might be disappointing. A Similar point was made in [5] with respect to highly ranked conviction-based rules that were extracted from Census data and included examples such as "five year olds don't work", "unemployed residents don't gain income from work" and "men don't give birth". Given an adult's perspective, such rules are not interesting. But to someone (say, a theoretical alien), these results may in fact be interesting. Interestingly, Table 3 also shows that the most frequent sequences in the dataset have also received high DD ranks. In fact, 7 out of the 8 most frequent sequences were included in the top 8 results of DD. This seems surprising, because rules such as "cd <1>" and "vi <1>" do not seem to be statistically significant, as the existence of a single argument does not seem highly correlated with the commands cd or vi.
The reason for this behavior is that DD, like many other methods we tested, is biased towards frequent sequences, which yield high-confidence rules. Given two statistically significant patterns with the same underlying relations between n 1 , n 2 , n 3 and n 4 in the contingency tables, the more frequent pattern will also receive a higher score by statistical tests such as G or Chi-Square. In order to understand this better, let us examine the contingency table of the sequence "cd <1>" ( Table 4 ). Out of the 987 appearances of "cd" it was followed by a single argument 832 times (84% of the cases). Among all other 14145 2-sequences, only 3450 ( 24%) were followed by the single argument indicator "<1>". The fact that "cd" is a relatively frequent command also helps rejecting the null hypothesis and establishing the statistical correlation between "cd" and "<1>". For instance, if "cd" had appeared only 10 times, and was followed by a single argument in 9 of the cases (maintaining a similar ratio to our database, and leaving all other sequences unchanged) the G rank of "cd <1>" would have been ≈ 20, comparing to ≈ 1450, the original rank of "cd <1>". By now we have covered the 10 most frequent sequences in our dataset. Looking further down the result list reveals the advantage of DD over the Support/Confidence approach. Table 5 depicts the 10 next candidates of Support/Confidence, where table 6 shows the 10 next candidates of DD, starting from candidate 5 (which was skipped before due to its relatively low frequency) and skipping other frequent candidates we have already covered. For each sequence we indicate its position within both Support/Confidence and DD result lists, or '-' when it is not included in the top 20 sequences of the relevant technique.
The sequences in Table 5 are not of much interest. Most of the sequences represent different combinations of frequent commands such as ls, cd and more. Note that most of these irrelevant sequences are not detected by DD, despite their high frequency and confidence values. The only news we learn from Table 5 are two new frequent oneargument shell commands -rm and gcc, one of which is also discovered by DD. Table 6 on the other hand, contains a lot of interesting information. The first command-"q -v"-received a very high rank by DD, although it is relatively infrequent. Once again, we are not familiar with the Unix command "q" and thanks to DD we learn not only about its existence, but also about its correlation with the flag "-v" (we assume this is an alias for the "quota" command). In the 11th position we learn about another relatively infrequent command, "g++", which is used in sequence with the flag "-g". The 12th sequence discovers the non-trivial correlation between the pipe symbol and the shell command "more". The 14th sequence discovers an even more interesting sequential behavior -the correlation between compilation ("gcc <1>") and execution ("a.out"). The 15th sequence reveals the correlation between the command "ls" and the flags "-al". Interestingly, the relatively infrequent command "ls -al" also has a low confidence, and would therefore be completely excluded from the Support/Confidence results list. The reason for this is that the flags "-al" followed the command "ls" in only 160 out of 1710 executions (≈ 9%). DD has discovered this sequence because out of the other 13422 2-sequences, which do not start with the command "ls", the flags "-al" have appeared only once. This helped establishing the correlation between "ls" and "-al" despite the low confidence. Finally, DD has also discovered the correlation between the command "mv" and the two arguments that often followed it (the 10th sequence in DD list, "mv <2>"), since most other shell commands in the dataset were followed by either zero or one arguments.
In conclusion, after skipping the most frequent sequences in the dataset, which receive the highest ranks from both Support/Confidence and DD, DD uncovers interesting sequential behavior while Support/Confidence results contain mostly irrelevant combinations of frequent events. A somewhat similar notion of discovering interesting results "down the list" was suggested in [5] for conviction-based rules on Census data.
Statistical Biases
Following the empiric comparison, we analyze the failures and successes of the different techniques. While DD was significantly better than Support/Confidence, it did not necessarily fair particularly well on an absolute scale, especially taking into account its seemingly-paradoxical drop in performance with higher pattern rates. On the other hand, support-based methods, even involving confidence, did not appropriately handle low pattern rates (high noise settings). Moreover, although DD was able to extract some useful sequential information from our real-world datasets, all methods have essentially failed to detect more complex sequential behavior, such as significant correlations between two or three different shell commands.
We have found that all methods suffer from common limitations: (i) a bias in the ranking, based on length (Section 4.1); (ii) inability to generalize from similar discovered patterns (Section 4.2).
Removing the Length Bias
The first common limitation of the approaches described above is their bias with respect to the length of the segments. Figure 5 shows the average length of the segments returned by the learning algorithms, in a subset of the tests shown in Figure 1 , for two different values of pattern rate (0.5% and 75%), where the length of the true patterns was set to 3-5 (average ≈ 4) and alphabet size was fixed at 10. The figure shows that the support algorithm prefers short segments. The optimal Support/Confidence algorithm behaves similarly, though it improves when pattern rate increases (75%). DD is slightly better, but also prefers shorter sequences at low noise (high pattern rate) settings. In contrast to all of these, Confidence prefers longer sequences. Different methods have different reasons for these biases. Support-based methods have a bias towards shorter patterns, because there are more of them: Given a target pattern ABCD, the pattern AB will have all the support of ABCD with additional support from (random) appearances of ABE, ABC, ABG, etc. Confidence has a bias towards longer sequences, because their suffix can be easily predicted based on their prefix simply because both are very rare. Finally, DD methods prefer shorter segments at higher pattern rate settings. We found that this is due to DD favoring subsequences of true patterns to the patterns themselves. When pattern rate is high, significant patterns also have significant sub-patterns. Moreover, the sub-patterns may have higher significance score because they are based on counts of shorter sequences-which are more frequent as we have seen. This explains the degradation in DD accuracy at higher pattern rates.
In order to overcome the length bias obstacle, we normalize candidate pattern ranks based on their length. The key to this method is to normalize all ranking based on units of standard deviation, which can be computed for all lengths (i.e., their standard z score). Given the rank distribution for all candidates of length k, letR k be the average rank, andŜ k be the standard deviation of ranks. Then given a sequence of length k, with rank r, the normalized rank will be r−R k S k . This translates the rank r into units of standard deviation, where positive values are above average. Using the normalized rank, one can compare pattern candidates of different lengths, since all normalized ranks are in units of standard deviation. This method was used in [6] for unsupervised segmentation of observation streams based on statistical dependence tests. To our best knowledge, this is a first application in sequence learning, and in the context of methods other than DD.
Generalizing from Similar Patterns
A second limitation we have found in all evaluated methods is inability to generalize patterns, in the sense that sub-segments of frequent or statistically significant patterns are often themselves frequent (or significant). Thus both segment and its subsegment receive high normalized ranks, yet are treated as completely different patterns by the learning methods. For instance, if a pattern ABCD is ranked high (after normalization), the algorithm is likely to also rank high the shadow sub-patterns ABC, BC, etc. Normalizing for length helps in establishing longer patterns as preferable to their shadows, but the shadows might still rank sufficiently high to take the place of other true patterns in the final pattern list.
We focus on a clustering approach, in which we group together pattern variations based on their edit distance. Clustering techniques are widely used in the data mining community. Most related to our work are [4] and [13] , which use clustering techniques to learn the sequential behavior of users. A common theme is that clustering is done based on similarity between sequential pattern instances in the training data. Bauer [4] uses the resulting clusters as classes for a supervised learning algorithm. Lane and Brodley [13] use the clusters to detect anomalous user behavior. Neither investigates possible statistical biases as we do.
We cluster candidates that are within a user-specified threshold of edit distance from each other. The procedure goes through the list of candidates top-down. The first candidate is selected as the representative of the first cluster. Each of the following candidates is compared against the representatives of each of the existing groups. If the candidate is within a user-provided edit-distance from a representative of a cluster, it is inserted into the representative's group. Otherwise, a new group is created, and the candidate is chosen as its representative. The result set is composed of all group representatives.
Generally, the edit-distance between two sequences is the minimal number of editing operations (insertion, deletion or replacement of a single event) that should be applied on one sequence in order to turn it into the other. For example, the editing distance between ABC and ACC is 1, as is the editing distance between AC and ABC. A well known method for calculating the edit distance between sequences is global alignment [17] .
However, our task requires some modifications to the general method. For example, the sequence pairs {ABCDE, BCDEF } and {ABCD, AEF D} have an editdistance of 2, though the former pair has a large overlapping subsequence (BCDE), and the latter pair has much smaller (fragmented) overlap A??D.
We use a combination of a modified (weighted) distance calculation, and heuristics which come to bear after the distance is computed. Our alignment method classifies each event (belonging to one sequence and/or the other) as one of three types: appearing before an overlap between the patterns, appearing within the overlap, or appearing after the overlap. It then assigns a weighted edit-distance for the selected alignment, where the edit operations have weights that differ by the class of the events they operate on. Edit operations within the overlap are given a high weight (called mismatch weight). Edit operations on events appearing before or after the overlap are given a low weight (edge weight). In our experiments we have used an infinite mismatch weight, meaning we did not allow any mismatch within the overlapping segment. However, both weight values are clearly domain-dependent. We leave further investigation of this issue for future work.
In order to avoid false alignments where the overlapping segment is not a significant part of the overall unification, we set a minimal threshold upon the length of the overlapping segment. This threshold is set both as an absolute value and as a portion of the overall unification's length.
Experiments
To evaluate the techniques we presented, we conducted extensive experiments on synthetic (Section 5.1) and real data (5.2). We show significant improvements to all methods.
Synthetic Data Experiments
We repeated our experiments from Section 3, this time with the modified techniques. Figure 6 shows the results for all pattern rates, separately for support ( Figure 6-a) , Support/Confidence (6-b), and DD (6-c). Figure 7 focuses on low pattern rates (high noise) for the same techniques. Every point in the figures is the average of 450 different trials.
The results show that length normalization improves all tested learning methods, sometimes dramatically. For instance, the original support technique completely fails to detect true segments for pattern rate of 1%. However, its normalized version achieves accuracy of 39% at this rate. Clustering the normalized results improved the results further, by notable margins.
The improvements derived from normalizing and clustering the results both proved to be statistically significant for all learning techniques. For instance, a paired onetailed t-test shows that the normalized version of DD is significantly better than the standard version (p < 1 × 10 −10 ) and that the clustered-normalized version of DD significantly outperforms the normalized version (p < 1 × 10 −10 ). The improvements are such that after normalization and clustering, the simple support technique outperforms the standard DD method for all pattern rate values, including 0.2%-0.5%. This is where standard DD performs significantly better than the other standard techniques. Indeed, after length-based standardization and clustering, DD may no longer be superior over the Support/Confidence approach for any range of pattern rate. Figure 8 shows the results from one specific setting, where both normalizing and normalizing-clustering proved particularly effective. Each point in the figure represents the average of 50 different tests, with an alphabet size 26, and true patterns composed of 3-5 events. In the figure, the normalized version of the support technique has achieved accuracy of 78% for a pattern rate of 1%, comparing to 0% accuracy of the standard version. The Normalized-Clustered versions of all algorithms have achieved more than 95% accuracy for a pattern rate as low as 1%, where the accuracy of the standard techniques was 0% for support, 66% for Support/Confidence and 82% for DD.
These non-trivial results (in particular for support/confidence techniques) stem from the fact that some of the major deficiencies we described in section 2.1 with respect to the Support/Confidence approach are inhibited by our normalization and clustering techniques. In particular, short frequent sequences, which previously flooded the results returned by the technique, are suppressed by our length-based normalization. Moreover, the techniques also improve the ability of Support/Confidence methods to handle significant, yet infrequent sequences, since long significant sequences are often relatively frequent, when comparing them to other sequences of the same length. They are not detected by the standard Support/Confidence framework, but after normalization and clustering they are often assigned high ranks. However short significant yet infrequent sequences (like the "quota -v" example from section 3.2), are not discovered even by the clustered normalized frequency-based techniques.
We now turn to examine the effects of intra-pattern noise on the quality of the result segments. Figure 9 shows the accuracy resulting from using the standard, Normalized and Normalized-Clustered methods separately for support (Figure 9-a) , Support/Confidence (9-b), and DD (9-c). Pattern-rate was fixed at 5%, while we varied the intra-pattern noise rate from 0% to 50% (on the X axis). As expected based on the results presented above, the figures show a distinct advantage to using clustering with all normalized methods. In addition, the figures show that this advantage is maintained even when the amount of intra-pattern noise is increased, although it becomes less significant. The results in Figure 9 were measured for an alphabet of 26 events and true patterns of size 3-5. We have measured similar results for all settings of T and pattern size.
The ability to measure the improvements stemming from the use of normalization and clustering technique is of course a function of the ability to control the data. However, we wanted to go beyond purely synthetic data.
We thus evaluated our techniques with an additional dataset. We used the text of George Orwell's 1984 to test our modified techniques on data that was both realistic, yet still allowed for controlled experiments. In one experiment, we changed the original text by introducing noise within the words and between them. For instance, the first sentence in the book -"It was a bright cold day in April" was replaced by "ItoH7l4H XywOct8M (. . . 9 more noisy words) 6jOwas2x imfG8e1x (. . . 2 more noisy words) nBaor1oL iWtHhTEq brightcT xcoldVuv vfday1Ap BsQG9pyK 8NxfinXR 8TGmx-cXO E1IenU2Q ApriulxL".
We inserted only fixed 8-character sequences, such that each actual word that is shorter than 8 characters was padded with noise, and words longer than 8 characters were cut. We set pattern rate to 40% by inserting 6 noisy streams, for each 4 containing actual words. Intra pattern noise was set at 10%. We then counted how many of the top 100 candidates returned by each technique are actual words appearing in the book. We hoped to find as many actual words in the results set as possible. The results, reflecting the average accuracy over the first 8 chapters of the book, are shown in Figure 10 . Similar improvement results were achieved for other settings of pattern rate and intra pattern noise.
The results show that for each of the presented techniques the NormalizedClustered versions have significantly outperformed the standard versions, increasing accuracy by up to 41% for the support algorithm. The normalized versions have typically outperformed the standard versions, except for the case of DD, where the normalized results contained various sequences that reflected the same words (see Section 4.2), and were then significantly improved by our clustering approach. Note also that among the standard techniques, DD has once again outperformed the other methods. Tables 7 and 8 show the top 25 sequences of Support/Confidence (SC) and normalized-clustered Support/Confidence (SC-NC) respectively, as measured on the first chapter of the book. For each sequence each table contains its frequency and confidence, as well as its position within the results list. Table 8 
Experiments with Real-World Data
We now turn back to our real-world UNIX command-line sequences, as described in section 3.2. Tables 9 and 10 Due to clustering the result within the alternative list might not be identical to the given sequence.
Position within the original results list of the alternative technique.
The results of Tables 9 and 10 A user looking for a certain process id to kill. tar <3>; cd; uuencode <2> > <1>; mailx -s <2> < A user packaging a directory tree, encoding it to a file, and sending it by mail. compress <1>;quota;compress <1>; quota A user trying to overcome quota problems by compressing files. latex <1>; dvips <1>; ghostview<1>; latex <1>; dvips <1>; ghostview<1> A latex write → compile → view cycle.
grep <2> | wc -l; grep <2> | wc A user counting the number of occurrences of a certain expression in one or more files. zcat <1> | tar xvf A user uncompressing a zipped archive file and extracting files from it. | awk <1> | sort -n | tail A user processing data, sorting it arithmetically and examining the last part of it. In general, the results we received throughout the nine user datasets were similar, further demonstrating the ability of the improved techniques to discover valuable sequential patterns, which characterize interesting user behavior, and are overlooked by the basic methods. Additional examples of such user patterns from the other 8 datasets appear in Table 11 .
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper tackles challenges in improving the quality of sequential pattern learning. We empirically compared several popular learning methods, to determine their relative strengths. Based on the comparison, we noted several common deficiencies in all tested algorithms: All are susceptible to a bias in preferring pattern candidates based on length; and all fail to generalize patterns, often taking a high-ranked pattern candidate as distinct from its shorter sub-patterns.
We presented techniques that are able to tackle these statistical biases that underlie many existing learning methods, in a general fashion. In that, the techniques we presented are method-neutral: They significantly improve all evaluated methods, as empirically demonstrated in thousands of trials on synthetic and real-world data.
We use a normalization method to effectively neutralize the length bias in all learning methods tested, by normalizing the frequency/significance rankings produced by the learning methods. Use of this method had improved accuracy by up to 42% in testing on synthetic data. We then use a clustering approach, based on a modified weighted edit-distance measure, to group together all patterns that are closely related. The use of clustering in addition to normalization had further improved accuracy by up to 22% in some cases. We also show that the techniques are robust to noise in and out of the patterns. Finally, the improved methods were run on two additional sets of data: sequences from Orwell's 1984, and UNIX real-world command-line data. The methods successfully detected many interesting patterns in both.
We believe that the implications of our work go beyond these results, in that they demonstrate that existing techniques may suffer from subtle biases, that must be tackled in a principled manner. However, a weakness with the methods that we presented is their use with very large data-bases. For instance, normalization requires counting all the patterns in the database, and would therefore be inefficient for large data-mining applications. However, the techniques are well suited for typical agent-observation data (such as the UNIX command-line data). We plan to consider large data-mining applications in our future work. 
